
Advanced Security Threats



Some 
important 
principles

Digital crime is a massive multinational industry, 
which is constantly “innovating”

Aiming for more security than your organization 
needs generally makes you less safe

Perfect security is neither possible nor desirable

Security is a core element of your organizational 
mission



What are folks most 
worried about?



• Politically-motivated attacks

• Attacks on specific infrastructure

• Often leverage extensive organizational 
profiling and/or insider information

Custom 

Attacks

• Attacks follow predictable 
patterns, but leverage 
organization-specific details

• Often “sent by” ED of organization

• Financial spearphishing

Templatized attacks

• Non-targeted phishing

• Crypto malware / 
ransomware

Low-effort/low-skill generic attacks



Phishing / 
Business 
Email 
Compromise

Perhaps the most common attack targeting non-profits at the 
moment

Attacks range in sophistication from generic mass mailings to 
highly-tailored schemes incorporating significant background 
research on the target organization (including names of 
leadership team; watering holes that staff tend to frequent, etc.)

Attacks often involve burner email accounts set up solely for the 
purpose of facilitating this attack.  More sophisticated attackers 
will set up email address(es) that incorporate organizational info

Phishing emails increasingly come from valid accounts that 
traditional spam checking won’t flag, courtesy of either clever 
SPF bypass tricks or true compromise of a trusted contact











Phishing 
Defenses

Advanced Threat Protection anti-
phishing rules

Mail processing rules that look for 
inconsistencies and flag them

Remove staff email address from 
your website

DKIM enforcement 

Security training (Wombat / 
KnowBe4)



Core 
infrastructure 
spoofing 
attack

Often powered by standardized 
attack toolkits which are bought 
and sold as commodities

Can be installed on any 
compromised webserver 
(especially Wordpress / Drupal)

Attacks often leverage corporate 
branding, trusted service providers, 
link shorteners, other dirty tricks







Infrastructure 
spoofing 
defenses

Multi Factor Authentication

Suspicious login monitoring and alerting

Endpoint DNS defenses, to prevent PCs from 
accessing attack domains

Password managers and/or certificate pinning 
utilities that flag when a site isn’t what it claims to be

Security Training (Wombat / KnowBe4)



Crypto 
ransomware

Searches PCs for any files that look like user-
generated data, puts those files into an 
encrypted zip archive, and deletes the 
originals

Often employed by more sophisticated groups 
with specific agendas, targeting larger 
organizations

Especially in these situations, the crypto 
ransomware can be outfitted with self-
replication capabilities, enabling it to infect an 
entire network







Crypto 
Ransomware 
Defenses

Daily backups

Move all critical data off of self-hosted 
servers

Centrally-managed software updates and 
antivirus

High-grade Deep Packet Inspection

High-grade email security, such as Advanced 
Threat Protection, Barracuda, etc.



Domain 
squatting

Buying domain names that are “adjacent” to the 
target domain of Interest

Can be based on likely typos, different domain 
suffixes, common misspellings, etc.

Can be used to divert visitor traffic, publish 
misinformation, or for simple extortion

Famously, in 2001 Peta.org was purchased by a 
troll claiming to be the founder of “People Eating 
Tasty Animals”



goooogle.com



ussaa.com



PSA: DNS 
Security is a 
Big Deal

Most DNS registrar accounts are not well-
secured

Few organizations  have Registrar Lock 
directives in place with 

Making changes to DNS records is often 
sufficient to “prove” ownership of a website or 
cloud services account

Many organizations don’t even have direct 
admin control over their own DNS records!



DNS Defenses

Registrar locks

Multi Factor Authentication 
for DNS Registrar admin login

Auto-renewal

Endpoint DNS protection (eg
Cisco Umbrella)



Botnet / 
DDoS

Only organizations with sophisticated adversaries are likely 
to be targeted by one of these attacks – but anyone with 

publicly-exposed infrastructure could be enlisted into one of 
them

A number of core Internet technologies can be used to 
amplify and reflect small amounts of specially-crafted 

attack traffic, resulting in the bombardment of the target(s) 
with tens to hundreds of times the initial volume of data 

Router protocols such as NTP and 
DNS are the most common targets

Any UDP protocol is theoretically 
susceptible 



DDoS / Botnet 
Defenses

Centrally-managed antivirus and 
software update engine

Infrastructure penetration testing

If you think you might be a target 
of the attacks themselves: put all of 
your web assets behind Cloudflare



Watering Hole 
Attacks



Watering 
hole attacks

Rather than attacking a target directly, attack a 
commonly-used resource hub that’s easier to 
compromise

Sites that are compromised are often chosen 
based on extensive research / surveillance of 
target populations’ behaviors, and often 
involve more than one site

Forbes.com’s “Quote of the Day” was hijacked 
in 2015, with the end goal of attacking visitors 
from financial and defense firms



Evil Maid 
Defenses

Security Training

Script blockers

System segmentation for 
sensitive resources

Virtualization



Side-channel exploits



Side-
Channel 
Attacks

Physical proximity to devices allows for a much 
wider range of attacks

Spectre & Meltdown

We haven’t seen the last of these attacks yet

Monitoring subtle side-effects of operations involving 
private data to partially or fully expose that data

Monitoring electrical noise and/or power fluctuations emitted by CPU 
during cryptographic operations to expose private keys





Side-Channel 
Defenses

Centrally managed software updates

Rigorous policies for applying firmware upgrades to 
both endpoint devices and critical network 
infrastructure (ie, all devices should be checked for 
available firmware updates on a quarterly basis)

Policies limiting what kinds of materials can be 
accessed on mobile devices

Policies limiting locations in which people can work 
on sensitive information



Evil Maid

Bottom line: physical access + motivation + skill 
= 

GAME OVER

Any attack that can be performed by a 
malicious party with physical access to a device

Cold boot attacks ROM tampering



Evil Maid 
Defenses

Escort polices for office guests

Machines storing highly sensitive limits should be 
physically locked up, with all ports rendered 
inaccessible

Policies limiting what kinds of materials can be 
accessed on mobile devices

Policies limiting locations in which people can work 
on sensitive information

Policies mandating that devices containing sensitive 
information be turned off, not put to sleep



Man-In-The-
Middle



Man-in-the-
Middle

Access Point compromise

Certificate theft and/or bogus issuance – often 
coupled with domain squatting techniques

Installing trusted certificate on local devices

SSL stripping



Man-in-the-
Middle 
Defenses

Policies mandating the use of 
VPN tools on all untrusted 
networks

Centrally-managed antivirus 
and software updates

Policies limiting locations in 
which people can work on 
sensitive information



Mobile 
phone 
identity 
theft

Phone numbers have become digital IDs 
and means for verifying those identities

Foiling MFA defenses (eg, Reddit)

Confirmation for password resets

3rd-party billing fraud



Mobile Phone 
Identity 
Defenses

Treat your mobile phone number 
like a Social Security number

Carrier PINs

Disable 3rd-party billing

Google Voice redirection



Threats on 
the Horizon

Further refinement and professionalization of high-
volume phishing attack toolkits

Crypto ransomware that specifically targets cloud 
infrastructure

More creative and destructive post-breach protocols

Crypto mining malware

Using more legitimate sites as part of attack 

More phone number attacks



What did I miss?  Any 
favorite horror stories?



Thanks – and good luck 
out there!

jordan@techimpact.org


